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Lord Banks almost exploded at this moment.

“what happened?”

“I just spent such a big price and barely calmed the troublesome Zara banks, but who would
have thought that Fitz Banks, with thick eyebrows and big eyes, would have rebelled after
two days of this peaceful life? .”

He didn’t understand at all now, what kind of medicine his damn grandson had taken wrong.

When the life and death of his mother and sister were unclear, he didn’t turn his face on him
like he is now, but swallowed his breath and kept flattering by his side.

Now things are all over, this kid seems to have suddenly recovered and started to compete
with himself.

When he thought of this guy, he would use the sturdy way of kowtow all the way to the
Jokhang Temple to make atonement, Lord Banks became nervous and sweated.

As the eldest son of the entire Banks Family, Fitz Banks, if he really puts this decision into
action tomorrow, it will inevitably arouse the eager attention of the people across the
country.

By that time, the entire Banks Family’s face would be completely lost.

And the evil deeds I have done before, I am afraid that someone will come out and whip the
corpse again.

Thinking of this, Lord Banks said angrily: “Fitz Banks! You unfilial grandson! If you really dare
to do this, then I will drive you out of the Banks Family and never recognize you as a grandson!
From now on, you will die or die. Life has nothing to do with my Banks Family, and the trillions
of assets of the Banks Family have completely drawn a line from you. Go out and fend for
yourself!”

Lord Banks feels that his words are already very, very heavy, and Fitz Banks is the kind of
master who loves vanity and loves prosperity, so he will definitely be scared off by himself.

But where can he know that Fitz Banks at this moment has been given a very heavy
psychological hint by Charlie.

He now felt that the entire Banks Family was extremely dirty, and the sins of the entire Banks
Family were waiting for him to kowtow all the way to the Jokhang Temple tomorrow to make
atonement.



So in the face of Lord Banks’s threat, his whole person only felt that an unprecedented sense
of justice burst into the sky in an instant!

Immediately, he slapped the table angrily, and sternly reprimanded: “Lord Banks, you old dog!
You are dead seventy and sixty!”

“You have a life of greed and desire to control the power of the Banks Family until you die,
and you will persecute your son, daughter-in-law and even your two granddaughters for your
own benefit. It is simply intolerable!”

“You are cold-blooded, cruel, inhumane, and disregarded. You are simply the dregs of society,
and everyone is punishable!”

“If you still have the slightest conscience now, you should immediately surrender to the police
station and pray for the law to impose a capital punishment on you!”

“But you old dog, you still do your own way and remain unmoved! Continue to do those
shameless things in secret!”

“I… I have never seen such a brazen person!”

Fitz Banks’s impassioned scolding made the surrounding mothers, sisters, and other relatives
stunned for an instant.

And Lord Banks at the other end of the video can no longer be described as stunned. His
whole person is already extremely angry, only feeling the blood rushing up wildly, and the
entire cerebral blood vessel that is supporting will burst open.

He stubbornly covered his heart and faced the video. Fitz Banks on this end screamed in anger,
“You…you…you beast! I…I…I…”

Before he finished speaking, Lord Banks coughed violently, almost coughing out of breath.

Immediately afterwards, Lord Banks felt dizzy in his brain and the pain in his brain was
unbearable. Then he rolled his eyes and became unconscious.

Who could have imagined that Lord Banks, the Patriarch of the Banks Family, who had been
used to seeing all kinds of strong winds and waves all his life, would be so angry that he would
pass out directly because of his grandson’s reprimand.

At this time,Banks ( Butler ) suddenly appeared in the video screen.

He realized that something was wrong and ran over when he heard Lord Banks yelling at Fitz
Banks as a beast.

After seeing that Lord Banks had passed out, he immediately took out the intercom and
shouted nervously: “Master! Master, what’s the matter with you, sir?! Where’s the doctor? Let
the team of doctors come over soon, the sir has passed out!”
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